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ITTERVIEV BY THE PRIME MINISTER 01
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INTERVIEWERS: (FINANCIAL TIMES)

MALCOLM RUTHERFORD

GEOFFREY OVEN

PETER RIDDRL

INTERVIEWER:

I wonder if I could ask you twn sort of linked questions

really? One, how confident you are that the response to the

immediate world economic situation will be appropriate from the

various parties, but secondly - and looking further ahead - whether

you see the present moment as a bit of a turning point and which

calls for a hightened degree of international cooperation, in other

words,on the economic frontwhether you see the need and

feasibility of raising the level of economic cooperation higher than

it has been?

PRIME MINISTER:

I an saying this, not for publication, obviously I have to be

careful what I say because sometimes, if you give a frank opinion it

might stop the very thing that you are hoping to encourage, so it

will have to be a very diplomatic reply.

I think the United States will do sufficient to reduce the

deficit. I hope it will be for two years and not one, which is a

way of saying that / hope that they will in fact take a decision and
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not leave GrammrRudman (Phon) to operate because I think there is a

great  plus in taking a decision and I think there would be a minus

in leaving Grann-Rudmam to operate. You will see why.

If you have got problems I think it is best that whatever

solution comes, it cones as a result of a positive decision and I

would hope that it would be for two years. Assuming that, then I

think that 07 will respond because I think that they recognise much

more now that the world is a global economy but that I think they

recognise - if / might put it at even more than that - I think they

recognise that for cooperation you have all got to be running your

economies in a pretty sound way otherwies it is no good thinking

that cooperation can be a subetitute for running your economies in a

sound way.

I tried to set out what / thought was the sound way in the

Guidhall speech you very kindly wrote a leader about. You cannot

get around any of them. You cannot do without any of those. There

were the four things of which the third one of course was that no-

one is entitled to have a balance of payments surplus entrenched in

the way in which they run both their economy and also their society

- or if you like to put it - their culture because if that were to

be  so, then when the United States deficit goes down, it means that

the rest of us would also have to carry a bigger proportion of the

'can' than we should.

So to sum up; yes, I think the United States will do

sufficient to restore confidence. In my view that should come as a

positive  decision and should  be  for two years. I think then that

there will be a reasonable response from the G7 countries and I
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think that most of us realise - and I hope all - that that response

must be on the basis of each running our economies in a sound way.

When you do run your economies in a sound way, then you can

have certain agreements on currencies which are based on running

your economies in a sound way and then they will work to stop sudden

rushes which mainly are speculative rushes but they could not

overcome fundametally unsound economic policies but I think that

almost goes without saying.

INTERVIEWER:

In the case of Germany and Japan, what is the main thing you

would like to see in Japan, for example?

PRIME XITISTER:

You want, by one way or another, an increase in their

domestic demand, because that is necessary - they have got this

enormous surplus - it really is necessary that they in fact have

more increase in domestic demand so that the rest of us can in fact

export some of our goods there.

INTERVIEWER:

And the same in Germany, would you think that Germany is

being too..?

PRIXE ?UNMET!:

I would think both of those thinge. Now if you look, at the

moment, if you look at the growth rats in Germany, I think, David,

it is about one and a half percent at the moment, isn't it? Now we

are four - just over four, you 640. Vs are doing our stuff in the

sense that we realise that if the demand was for the United States

both deficits to go down, then obviously either someone else's
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surplus has to go down and what will happen is someone else's

deficit goes up. low it is not just fair to leave it to countries

like ourselves to get the increased denand, which we were doing

quite apart from that deficit because we reckon we are operating

soundly but I do think it is necessary for both Germany and Japan.

I recognise that with Germany, the level of the deutechmark is at

the moment beginning to give problems for her exports. She will,

like most countries, strong countries - Germany - when that happens,

cut her export prices to the bone, because you do, because you tend

to want to Imep your markets and it is always a mistake for people

to measure the change directly by a currency change because they are

always offsetting steps which they take on the exports to cut prices

to the bone, and then when it comes to imports, - may I switch over

to Japan now?

Japan's culture and society is not a naturally importing

country. She has not got the most excellent system of distribution

that we have. Anyone who wants to sell us their goods, plugs into

one of the beet distribution systems the world over. You do not  in

Japan and also her culture is not naturally to say "My goodness me,

that is really rather nice, we shall buy ItTM, Her culture is to say

'That is really rather nice, let's see if we can make it". So you

have always got to a variation in currency value; you do not get a

mechanical response quantitatively. Other action is taken. And that

is why I said not merely that surplus countries must not attempt to

entrench their surplus and I apply that not only to taking the

necessary economic steps to increase demand but also said they must

not run both their economies and their societies such that they
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think they have a right to have an intrenched surplus almost

indefinitely. That is clear is it?

INTERVIEWER:

Yes, there has been some criticism of the Louvre Accord of

being too vague, I mean, do you think that the time is right for a

slightly more wide-ranging exchange rate agreement, getting back

nearer to a fixed exchange rate systee

PUNE MINISTBR:

Look, a fixed exchange rate will not work in the absence of

running your economies in a sound sensible way. That is why Britain

was broke because countries were running their economies in a highly

inflationary way and the fixed exchange rate cracked - of course it

did! - because no fixed exchange rate system or managed exchange

system can work, can be a substitute for sound running of economies

and if you try to use it that way, it will not work. It is only

when you have heard of the fundaaental adjustment - as the

Chancellor has often said the dollar had in fact come down before

the Louvre Accord - and only when you all are running your economies

in a similar sound way, then of course it will work and then it will

effectively work to stop sometimes sudden currency rushes which

you get for other reasons and then you can work it but you can work

it with sound policies, but you cannot work it in the absence of

sound policies.

ITTBRYIBVBR:

Just staying on exchange rates but think about the UK, you

told us when we net before that when we talked about the EMS that

you would be more interested in the idea when the British economy
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was stronger, that that was something you put eons weight on. Do

you think the conditions are nearer to being fulfilled?

PRIME XIMISTBR:

Vell the British economy certainly is strong but / certainly

think from my experience of recent times, I think we have been freer

and perhaps been able to be more helpful than we could have been had

we been on the exchange rate mechanism of the BNB and you will have

seen, you see, that during this period of tension and currency

tension, that it has actually brought strains within the BIM itself

which of course have not applied to us because we are not in the

exchange rate mechanism and it has undoubtedly given us a degree of

freedom which we would not otherwise have had, a degree of freedom

for which some of us have been very grateful. And also, if I may

say, let me put it another way - can I Just ask my boys if they

think that I am being my usual frank self which ie when I have said

it that I can ask you not to repeat it if they both think it is

simply terrible?

At the =lent the deutschaark, everyone is geared to the

deutschmark save us. The deutschmark at the moment is slightly

deflationary. That means the whole of Europe is geared to a

slightly deflationary policy. Mow we have not been so geared and we

have had a greater degree of freedom in relation to both the dollar

and the deuschmark and I Just think that I am grateful for that.

Now that is not too awful is it"? It is accurate.

INTERVIBVERI

I have ono question about that. You say we are not geared to

the deutschaark - that is technically true that we are not in the RN
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but many of us thought that we were going for a rateof Just under

or around three deutschmarke to the pound and that was...

PRIG MINISTBR;

Did you? But why? But look! Vben the quite considerable

changes in the exchange rate cams, we were not tied to anything and

that gave us a degree of freedom which other people in the exchange

rate mechanism have not had and undoubtedly some of the currency

movements during this period have put strains within the exchange

rate mechanism, strains to which we were not subject, and frankly

what I an saying to you Is that I preferred that. It is totally

different to be in the system and everyone to know that you are

geared to lines; totally different from being outsid• tho system

and choosing to run for a period if it suite you - your exchange

rate near to something, near to ono particular band - everyone knows

that you aro not constrained by that band and you can come off it

today or tomorrow if you wish.

In other words, what I am saying Mk Rutherford, is that there

is no way of thinking *Well now, we shall try to run our currency as

if we are in it by keeping it within a band" and then you could say,

well now we could have gone in it. It is totally different. If you

are in it, the world can pitch you against a sudden level and test

you. If you are not, then you can choose wher• you run it

voluntarily. If you have much latitude you might choose to let it

be completely free but everyone knows that you are not in fact

constrained. So there is no similarity at all.

ITTBRVIRVER:

I. it just a coincidence that we have been so close to around
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the deutsheark 2.08 for...?

PRIME MINISTER:

We are free to choose whether you support, for one reason or

another, or not and it has fluctuated.

INTERVIEWER:

Eut I thought that one of the arguments that you will

probably accept is that business likes predictability and •tability

and with the way you have just expressed it almost implies a degree

of unpredictability - as deliberate policy - in your exchange rate

handling.

PRIME MINISTER;

No it does not. Suet go back to what I said earlier. There

is no such thing as predictability in the absence of sound policies

arund in a similar way. Of course people want to reach for the

moon. You cannot have it. You have got to run your policiesin a

sound way even then you will get currency movements unrelated to the

underlying economy. The Louvre Accord is really to help you over

that kind of movement and it does. But there is no way in which

anyone can hold to a fixed exchange rate if they are running unsound

policies and even in the EMS they have to have devaluations or

revaluations from time to time.

INTERVIEWER:

You would prefer to keep this freedom you have described for

the time being?

PRIME MINISTER:

No, let no put it that as we have come through these past

year to two years I think it has served us better to have had the
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filmdom we have had - undoubtedly. Not to be constrained.

INTERVIEWER:

But that does not pre-Judge what might come?

PRIME MINISTER;

It does not pre-Judge the future.

INTERVIEWER;

What conditions would have to be fulfilled however, for the

balance to tilt towards entering into the exchange rate mechanism?

PRIME MINISTER;

I do not quite know. I think it I. better not to try to set

them out. I think you have to Judge as you cone up to the tine to

BOO whether conditions have fundamentally been fulfilled and I do

not think any of ue quite predicted what - well certainly not many

people can have predicted what hae happened within the last month.

Frankly if they had, sone of them would not have been so

fully invested as they were. They might have been more liquid. One

or two people were. But certainly during that period of difficulty,

it has - I believe - served our interest better to be without and

therefore - if I might put it thi. way - our natural caution at

going back, to be seen tu go back within stlict  limits  when

whichever way you look at it, our  ecuncmy  in rather differk=nt from

those on the continent, the oil factor being one thing, the fact

that we run our economies without *,xclanau latte k:ontrol, and the

fact  that we are btill at  a cunbiderable rf-q,ervecurrencywhich

makes  unknown factor than emnyother culrency going in.

It Is Just: one is naturally cautious about it, one is

naturally cautious about being seen to go within limits knowing what
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those who speculate on these matters can do if they see you coming

up to a line. I cannot tell you precisely what the conditions would

be. I can only tell you that caution has prevented us from doing

it, caution and a different economy and I have been grateful tor the

fact that we had not done it and I think it has profitted us better.

I do not know whether that condition will continue,

INTERVIEWER:

What would the positive - if you look at it from the other

point of view - what would be the positive gains? Would they be

political in your view or greater economic solidarity within Europe?

I mean what are the positive sides of entering th•

PRIME XIVISTER:

Well the business man will assume that if you go in, that you

can always maintain the rate of currency exchange at whichyougo

in. It doss, to soma extent, constrain you on the way you run your

economy. What I said a moment ago - I do not think we would have

the growth rate that we have now and I think that that growth rate

actually has benefitted us.

ITTERVIEWER:

Probably there is going to be an IMP agreement. Perhaps

there is going to be a start agreement.

PRIME MISTER:

Are you two very perturbed? I tend to be usually frank and

it looks even worse in print.

IMTERVIEWER:

You have absolutely said that there is no range of around

three doutschmsrke to the pound.
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PRIME MINISTER;

Mc specific range. We are always free and the point I do

want to get across, there are some people who do safely. I was

quite surprised sometimes when some say "but you have rallied

within the last few months" - this is not recently but a time before

- within that range. It is quite different actually getting into

getting yourself onto graph paper and saying "I live within these

few boxes" and then letting people test you as you come up to a

top...

PRESS OFFICER;

Was there anything in the Prime Minister's replies that

surprised?

INTERVIEWER:

I think that the extent to which we thought that Government

policy was, if not explicitly, at last very implicitly linked to the

deutschmark.

PRIME MINISTER:

Well you are not entirely able to link anything with anything

because you cannot avoid the cross rates. I mean you Just cannot.

INTERVIEWER:

But I think what has been clarified is this distinction

between ...

PRIME MINISTER:

Do you know what we are today? We are about 179 on the

dollar today. What are we cross rats on the deutschnerk?

INTERVIEWER:

299, you see. That ie why we think, and you say it is only a
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coincidence that we have been so close to 209 really since the

budget.

PRIME MEISTER:

Ve are not confined to any particular limits and I do not

like us to be because to do that is to tempt people to have a go and

you cannot beat a speculator except over a short period. You can

have a soft landing which you often need the help of others.

INTERVIEVER:

Can we move to defence? INF probably, start perhaps,

Superpower agreements, what do you think that Europe in south

western Europe ne•ds to be doing for its own defences that it is

not already doing and have you had some doubts about how far you can

rely in the long term on the present degree of dependence on the

United States?

PRIME XINISTER:

No, I have not had any doubts about it because when other

people talk about greater cooperation within Europe and setting up

almost separate organisations for that, I am the first to say 'look

the defence of Europe depends upon NATO and you do nothing but

nothing but nothing to undermine that ever because that is our

defence and to 80210 extent it is their defence too. Now that means

that after the intermediate treaty has been signed, the doctrine is

flexible response.

Now you simply cannot have a doctrine unless you have got the

capacity and up-to-date to have a  flexible response and you have to

do the same  kind of review  as you do from time to tins. You  have

gut to up-date all your weaponry, you up-date your aircraft, you up—
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date your tanks, you up-date your various other weapons. Of course

you need to look at your nuclear weaponry to see too whether that

needs to be up-dated because do not forget the intermediate nuclear

weapon affects only land-based intermediate nuclear weapons; that

leaves your sea-based and your air-based Just part of your flexible

response and part of the variety of weaponry which you have and

which you need and so sometimes when people look at me with

astonishment and say "But do you mean to say that you would up-date

your nuclear weapons?" I said "Look, if yuu are in the business of

defending your country properly, you have a bounden duty to see that

your weapons are as up-to-date and modernised as you possibly can.

You do not expect us to stay with old tanks, with old gons.

Why do you not expect us also therefore to have a look at

modernising from time to time our nuclear weaponry and that of

course also has to be continued but you keep - I am saying two

things - I am saying first, you modernise and keep it up to date but

secondly, you must keep, if your strategy is flexible response, your

weaponry must be such that that strategy is capable of being carried

out but your main strategy of course is deterrence. There is

nothing as strong as nuclear dett•rrence so from the European angle

of the NATO alliance I have said quite clearly and go on and on

saying that there must be no further nuclear weaponry taken out of

Europe before we get the Soviet Union much further nearer to us on

conventional weapons and before we lies whether we can in fact get a

verification system and the Soviets agreeing to eradicate their

chemical weapons because we have eradicated ours.

The United States, as you know, has a small
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amount of them but they are very old-fashioned and has not

effectively nodernised and really one wants to try to see -

becausethey are devastating weapons your new chemical weapons -

utterly devastating so, you have got it clear?

IITBRYIEVBR:

It is primarily about NATO rather than Britain? What about

the possiblitythat the United States might be seen to be

undermining TATO first of all by having Superpower arrangements but

perhaps also by having new pressure to withdraw American troops from

frontiers?

PRIME XIXISTER:

From time to time one reads about it. I do not believe that

they will withdraw their troops from Europe. I do not believe that

- 330,000 is what they have got there - and I think that they know

full well that if you started to withdraw them, it would be very

very unsettling indeed and could undermine the fundamental freedom

of the freeworld which is why / az so careful never to do that. It

is that frontier, the frontier across Germany is the frontier of

freedom for the United States as well as for Europe. I believe they

know it and I do nOt believe we do enough to say to the United

States about how muchwe are doing in defence. I have Just had a go

at doing it thie morning saying "Look,you keep 330,000 on that

German frontier,we keep 86,000, if you take the air-force and the

army which is proportionatelythe sane. You have a bigger navy than

w• have but ours gets around the world quite a lot and we had the

bestminesweeper' and they are busy sweeping mines in the Iranian

Gulf and ae I told you, when I went to your Congress, we have troops
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on Belize, Cyprus, Sinai over to Hong Kong, in Africa, in the Gulf,

indeed we have troops in one form or another - some ae military

advisers and trainers - in 30 countries in the world and of course

in Falklands and that means that we are still a global power and we

do our bit and we are - as I say to the United States, as I was

saying to a whole group this morning - "look, we even understand how

you feel - we in Britain also understand how you feel about sone of

the threats from Central America because you have troops in Europe,

we have very few over there - perhaps some training in Canada - but

at least we keep our troops in Belize at their request and it keeps

a stable democracy there right on your Central American front, we

cannot do a great deal but please will you take that as a token that

we recognise the importance and significance of the stability of

that area and we are doing our bit to try to keep it going.'

So we do try, not Just to be takers or not Just to abide

rigidly by the NATO in-area, both we and of course France do quits

considerable out of area work but it matters. You have got to take

the big view on this. It ie not merely America, Europe; it is the

defence of the free world.

IITERVIRWER:

.... Community; you are not worried about defence and you are

rather suggesting that there still is a special relationship with

the United States.

PRIME MINISTER:

But very much so. What I think we have to watch is that

there do not grow up sub-structures in defence in Europe which could

have unwittingly unintentionally the effect of undermining the
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across the Atlantic alliance. If you like to look at it as really

the Atlantic as the centre of the free world rather than as America,

England. It is Just a different way of looking at it. I mean the

best thing possible of course - which I cannot see it happening -

would be for France to rejoin NATO, militarily integrate it. Of

course it would! A. I sometiaes say to them "Why don't you?"

IITERVIEVER:

What does President Mitterand say?

PRIME MINISTER:

You go and put the question to him yourself, you will

probably get the same reply. Why don't you? This would be the

biggest strengthening and that, you understand that France and

Germany.„.

IITERVIEWER:

You would loss the defence consensus in France if you did. I

think that is ... But Just the sub-structures; do your mean WEIT's

revification or do you mean the Franco-German Brigade?

PRIME MINISTER:

You have to have certain arrangements between France and

Germany for very obvious reasons because if Prance is not integrated

into NATO and Germany is right in the forefront then you have to

have some arrangements but I think it is important that those

arrangements do not take on wholly a bigger life of their own.

INTERVIEWER:

Shall w* than turn to Copenhagen?

PRIME MISTER:

Have you DOIE defence?
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INTERVIEVER:

No, for example I wonder if you are worried about the level

of defence expenditure and what you get for it?

PRIME MINISTER:

As I am constantly saying to our defence people, just make

certain that you do not waste anything and you will just about get

the same amount out as you have been getting in the past.

INTERVIEWER;

You do not think we are wasting really do you?

PRIME MINISTER:

There was something called AWACS and NIMROD.

INTERVIEVER:

And there I. a lot more isn't therein the pipeline?

(END OF TRANSCRIPT PART 'A' TO BE FOLLOVED BY JAMES LEE TRANSCRIPT

'B')

NEIN
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FROX JANES LER FOR COI TECHNICAL RADIO SERVICED

IRAISCRIPT OF Pala ur iMIWAvlaV Di luu culau

HRS. THATCHER, OM FRIDAY, 20 UMBER 1087, TO TER 'FINANCIAL

TINES"

jOTRWVIRWIRS:NALGOLI RUTHERFORD, GEOFFREY OM, PRYER RIDDELL

=It AAAAA *Mr...==amccJWI"'W"' .......... 	

FRIER WINISTERt

There are one or two other things and they uow do their

contracts differently. Gone ars the days of cost-plus. Pirst, you

have gat to draw up your contract with clear objectives, clear

specifications, clear lines of progress, clear prices.

It was uot done in tha past. It is being done now.

ITTXRVIEVER:

If the Xinistry of Defence agreed to release all tbat land

that they own in the south east and south west..

PRIXE

That also is indicated to them but sometimes they have got to

have a uerLaiu ssount of practie lan4. Arl 1nuw1 thiay tavs got

to have a certain amount of reserve laud too. Do mot undermine the

defence, but do uot let them keep any land...

ITTBRVIIIVER:

you have a problem of getting through...
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PRIM! MISTER:

no, no, but you know, when it mate up to test, everyone

comes streaming in and wants more money and you have gat to know

emus of the answers.

UTRRVIRVER:

	

All right, Copenhagen. Ye think that it is agriculture

coupled with Community financing and own resources.

nom XINIEITHR:

That is Just about the long, short and tall of it, yes.

Therm is hut nucb else. Apart fromstructural funda, there is not

much else left, is there?

IITERVIEVER,

Vhat do you went to get out of it and how should we measure

tha results, shothsr they are a success or ..,.

PRIXII EIMER:

Critically, you have got to haveenforceably sound financial

discipline. ThatMeans stralght to your agricultural budget.

On your agricultural budget, you have raelly got two

problems. Let ma take the second one first.

There are two problem, but the first is your existing

surpluses. The second is preventing the continued build-up of

surpluses and possibly getting rid of WAIL
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To prevent the continued build-up of surpluses and possibly

to gat rid of them, you have got to havv...the wie-Jargos, a
s you

know, ic stabilisers.

IITUVIBVBRi

Which you accept?

PRIMB KINIBIBR:

Not merely accept. Ve are not going to get anywhere unless

we have them in a regulation andthey are therefore automatic, and

unless we get that, then there will be no progress. If we
do get

that - and the Commissionis workingfurthet as you know - then

there is a possibility of progrees. But I have been thia wa
y

before.

You mean across the board on ell products?

PRIM /MUTER;

Yes. There might be a differentstabilietr. They really

havegotto go pretty well across the board.

Theyhave got the cereal at the moment. That ie going to 
be

the biggest absorber of money. It ia a bottomless well. They have

got to get in on nearly everything.

They will not all be worked nut in detail, but quite a number

of them are already worked out and theyhave got to go into-a
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regulation and the Commission are working on that and I hope the

Commission stick to it. V. shall stick to it adamantly and we

shall not go neywhora without it, becnuee I have been here before.

Goodwill and nice worda ars not; enough. It haw guit to go

into a regulation. I as not going to gime that up, so ws have got

to get that. That is to stop the build-upagain.

Then, you come to your existing surpluses and to do them

justice, they have been reduoing then by very cheap dales, as you

know, which cost a bomb on the budget - the differeace between what

it coot you and world price - but then, it comas to how are yOu

going to deal with the existing surpluses?

As you know, there reallyare two possibilities.

One la that in your agricultural expenditure coming up Into

the future you provide systematically for write-off of those

eurpluees as part of the agricultural expenditure, so that they are

down to - I am not quite sure what they call it - the pre-ordaiaed

strategic level, what you need, your basic level of surplus, by

1992, 1002 should be quite an exciting year!

Bo you provide for that both in writing-off, as part of your

expenditure, and for the disposal of it, and of course, you have got

the world price problem. You know wtere you are. So in a way,

you art trying to deal with two things, both by writingthee down

aad otopping them.

There would be another way of dealing with those surpluses,

which I think would bu faster, but I as not sure whether every

d •
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country would agree to it - I would be prepared ayeelf to agree to

it - which is that the surpluses are there; they are in existing

countries, Ve have had to pay. Each country ham had to pay as the

food has goae into intervention and then, as you know, you get the

money back when you either writs down or you sell.

The alternative way, which would be faster aud whioh would

have the advantage of what I call a "clean slate° on surpluses,

would be you decide now - not 1992 - and take the level now that you

want to get down to and each of you agrees uot on the CAP. Bach of

you agrees on your national budget to take and accept the

responsibility of a clean slate. Each of you writes down what, we

have gut and takes reepousibility fur  dleposing of it without that

writiag down or costs of disposal coming ou to the  CAP.

That would have the advantage that yuu go into a new period

with what is attractive to somm people - a clean elate, eurpluaes

dealt with - and so we go on now to stop them piling up again.

It would have the advantage that you could then have your

agricultural guide-line at a lower level.

It is A possibility. I would not put it higher than that,

but it would be a difierant way - a quicker way - of aaaiing with

it.

IITERVIEVERI

That would be the optimum result from Copenhagen, would it?
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PRIME NIWISTBRi

I think ther• ia a possibility of  getting either reeult.

I think if you are going to deal with things fundamentally, eons

people would like to take morn the clean elate proposition.

think, undoubtedly, there will be others who say; "Look! Ve

normally do these things through the Comeau Agricultural Policy:"

and undoubtedly there will be sans countries who would find it

difficult to do what I call a oleau slate proposition.

On the other hand, it would be much fairer to countries like

Spain and Portugal beoause, after n11, the surpluses are not their

fault.

would have thought the greater poesibility lies in the

first one - the writing it dawn - but it Just depends bow bold they

wish to be. Ve have quite considerable surpluses I would be

prepared to write down. Germany, of course, has very considerable

surpluses - not eurprising. Prance has. Denmark has. Holland

has.

Can 1 just mart of eummerise?

SO we go to Copenhagen, Ve have got to have the euforceable

etabilisore in regulations. Before anything else, we have to agree

to that.

Certainly, other people will may: *Ve are not  going  to agree

to those unless we go on to consider other thinget" Bach part is

pravieional.

Then, how you deal with both past and future surpluses, which

is either clean slate or you write the thing down either off the
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budget separately or on the budget up to 1902, and the purpoya of

1992 iv that thenyOu have come up to dealing withyour surpluoen.

You have come up to your internal market as well at the eamo tine,

and it really should be a coloseal step forward au  tar  as Burupe is

couoereed aud it reallyshould be a common market. It is Just very

very fortunate that at the next year you should get the Channel

Tunuel open and really, as far as we are concerned, it should been=

a much greater reality and really much more exciting, because it le

somehow =oh mare real, so it can by quite emoiting.

In Copenhagen, if we get those, then we have to look at the

agriculturalguide-line andthere will be sone argument upon the

level of that becaueo on= of them want to take into account all of

the rather difficult things that we have had to cope with during

this last year and pitch it high; some of us want to take it down a

bit lower became' we think to pitch it high would put needlessly

large amounts of moneyinto the Agriculturalbudget.

Then, the nextargument willbet how muchOn the structural

funds? And I think that therewill be differences of opinion on

that.

The third argument will Le our rebate, and we shall stick

absolutely tO Fontainebleau unless we gat a better arrangement. The

chances are we are not likely to get a better arrangement.

The fourth thtug, supposing you get all of thoee in place, is

the level of resources.

The fifth thing is, some of thee went to do it on the ladder

basis - that you go up ovary year - and Goss of us say no, we do not
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think it ie necessarily advisable to automatically have an increase

every  year.  It is just bad  for  discipline to assuse that you are

going to need and epend,more every year and to build In the sort of

Jacob's ladder steps. V. think it le better to say what le the

extra amount we should go to aad say; "Now lookt That headroom

has got to lastyou for a considerable nunber of yearef" but in any

event, it has  in  a growth period an ieherent buoyancy about it. If

it is a percentage it has. People thiuk that it is rigid. It is

not. It has an inherent buoyancy about it.

Tbat is about five things,but no-one ie going to get

anywhere because the whole thing will fail unions you atop your

future surpluses being built up and if you get thee*stabilisers

thee you can in feet do what I said; write off your existing

surpluses by either Beaus which I iodinated. Then you have gat the

other  things to sort out.

IIT8RVIIIVERs

What happens if you do not get much of that in Copenhagen?

PRINE MINI8T8R:

Well, we do not get any L10;10140'4 in own resources. You go to

twelfths. Than, you continue the negotiatioue until the next

European Council.

As I say, the stabilisers firet are critical, but you have

got to get the effective  and enforceable disiplined approach.

,
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It ia very difficult to adjudge why the Agricultural Council

broke off. I think a lot depends upon how far the Agricultural

Council get and if they come to agreement on stabilisers.

The Commiesiou, I believe, will hold on it* views and we

shall certainly etand by the Commiesion.

INTIINVIEVIIII

Do you see a sort of big leap forward?

PRIXE

If all gums well. Do not underestimate the rale we have

played by going un being solid and stolid. Ve are going to have it

sound and we are going to have it enforceable and all right, there

was a time when we said: "All right, if you write it in a minute we

will accept it!" Sot now!

I think it has been really the sort of firmness, which is not

necessarily always palatable, but on the whole, it in the end

produces better result@ and in tba end it produces Much more

confidence between one another If you know you are dealing with the

problems and you have built- in a 'nechaniem which is enforceable to

deal with than and you have built into your agricultural guide- line

- if you are taking the disposal of surpluseson that - you have

built-in a write-off and you have built-in certain dispooal costs

into your guide-line.
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INTERVIEWER!

Ou inflation, there seems to be a sense, looking at the
foreeasts..there is obviously an implicit acceptance of a 4-5%

inflation rata. What has happened to stable prices?

Pk/NE MISTER:

I understand why you say that, because if you look la the
last four years, it seems to have fluctuated between round about 3%
and 5%. I  find that as  worrying as you obviously picked it up.

We expect it to go down, as you  know, the mortgage rate to

come down. rmust say that our way of calculnting it - 49 you
know, not many other countries have their mortgage rate in it -

lends to greater variations because af that than other countries,
but we put it  to the  appropriate commdttee aud they decided that it
should still be in it.

One of the reasons that we were very much aware of Just
precisely the point you have put and which I previously put: "New

look! We have not really made much headway!" The technical reation,
I will be told, is that we were quite low partly because of the
mortgage thing in 1Q83..has meant that we ware prepared to be quite
tough on interest rates at a time when the  City  were not necessarily
expecting it because we do realise the  need to get inflation further
down and do not think that has  been abandoned at all - quite the
contrary!
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INTBRYIBWER:

Despite the fact that far the next two yeare the forecast is

that it will remain in that range? I mean, there le no eign of it

moving down from that range.

HUB MUSTER:

Certainly not in the next year, but do not forget, we were

prepared to put up the interest rate when we felt that things were

oomehow getting a bit too - what obeli I may, effervescent or loose?

- whichever way you look at it. Bubbly. They were a little bit

too bubbly and that can have implications for your inflation rate.

Now, if we had to have a setback of the kind we have had with

the Stock Exchange, this actually came at a time when we could take

it because we were beginning to feel - you do it partly through

feel, partly by looking around ell your money supply, your exchange

rate and every figure that you can get - and we felt it was going a

bit too fast and so, in a way, we have been able to take whatever is

the reeult of this setback on stock exchanges beoautse most people

would, I think, agree, there would be less growth than we have got

at the monent if only becauee it is the psychology of it, that it

will run through: 6111 had better be a bit carefull• - and even that

can sake suits e difference and eo we were in a position to take it.

I can only give what happened as evidence that we have not

forgotten.
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INTB2V/BYBR:

So that by the tins of the next election, you would hope that
the rate would be below the 3-5% range?

RUB MUSTER:

It is our intention to gat it down further - our positive
intention,

IITBRYIIIVER:

Below that rate?

PRINS MINISTBRI

Vell I would say it iv our positive intention to get it down
as far us we can.

INTBRVIIIVER:

Vhatever happened to stable prices then?

PRIXII MISTER;

We would like to get stable prices insofar as - let me sake
it quite clear - if you have a glut of apples, your price of apples
will go down; it you have a shortage of apples, .the price of apples
will go op, but that is not to du with inflation. That is
commodity supply and demand.
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But on the commodity eupply thing, there Is a lot said about
the distorting effects in terve of your broad economic objectives,
of house prices la the south-east and bow much is that that people
cannot recruit staff they want because people just are not willing
to move to the south-east?

PRINS M111811111;

At the moment, au you know, if you look at the figures and
believe the figures, there are quite 4 uumber of unemployed in the
south-east,

If you look at the training tbat is going on, we nhould be
able to train those people for the jobs that are available.

You are beggiag a questioa, saying how accurate are the
figures.

Lot me put it the other way round: there is a great
incentive to companies now to move further north because salary-for-
salary their people will have a much higher standard of living. I
believe in6040 cases that ie already happening and you know, you
114v4 got a supply and demand poeition.,eornally, if your prices go
up, people do take the requisite action. tt may take throe, four,
five or six years ae it did when the price of oil rocketed - it took
five or six or eeven years for companies so to adJuedt their use of
oil aud their energy-saving equipment to deal with it. You say find
thestille with housing, eo that sone people do move away, but many
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companies - indeed I would think that sous City companies - no

Imager put their main operation in the City, their headquarters, and
they move out. Hitherto, they might bave been moving out to the
eouth-eaet; now some of them might be moving out further - the

Birmingham area la not very far away; they might go further still.

I hope you will find that self-correcting. One certainly
knows that in the public services - and I am very much aware as a

London rambler - that it is very difficult for Ira to get in, say we
want a uew primary school head teacher, it is very  difficult to get
one, one who would like to come down to live In Londoe, say from

further north, because there le no way in which they can  Afford the
lumping. Vhat we aro saying Is that at the moment the London

illuwance dose not take care of the differences.

IITERVIBVIOI:

On houeing, we have gat today's Housing Bill, how large a
private rented sector do you think will actually be re-created.

PROM X1NISTBR:

I hope we won at 2.301

IITERVIHVER:

I think you would have beard by now...

The whips seemed confident, Prins ginieter.

In relation to housing, how large a private rented sector do

you think Can be re-created?
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PRIXB XIXISTBRI

It would be quite some success to get it going agaiu this
time.

One of the reasons'why we have to put tbis Housing Bill, tile
Bduoation Bill and the Local Authority Finance Bill right in the
firei eeoeion is first, you have got the tins lag of getting them
throught secondly, you have gut the next year, as far be Your
private rental sector is concerned, you have got people setting up
and the persuasion of getting them to set upi and the third year,
you hope to have soeething coming through.

The period between elections when you are in government le
too smell. Vhen you are in opposition it is awfully long, but it
doee take a ties. It will be enough to try to get eons of it
started up again.

I hope also, on the other aspect of the Housing Bill, we can
gat some housing out of the Iooal authority area.

First, I thiuk it is bad to have so much hauling in tLe hands
of the looal authority. They all built with the best of intentions
years ago, but it gives a different social structure end thiecamas
!roe that particularly,more than any.uther European....it has been
divisive. It is we who are trying to break down those divisions,
but I hope that we will get some of it nut into,housing
asocciations, with different fares of tenure...

IrTBRVIIIVER:

So it ie .... rather than...thia ie the beginnine
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PRIME MISTER:

Let me put it this way; we still want to go up on owner

occupation, but you have got somehow to try to incream the amount

of private rented sector. Whether you do it through housing

aesociations, I suppose in saes way you call public, but we are

trying to get then more public-private partnership. is you know,

301: to the housing association, together with the rest being levied

privately makes our money go further, because you have got to have

some for mobility.

INTERVIIIVER:

Another aspect of domestic policy, tax reform. Vhat is on

the agenda there? Vhat is ruled out?

PRIME MIMISTERt

I an  not going to tell as we cone up to it but you  know,

Rigel is a tax-reforming chancellor. There is still quite a bit of

tax reform to be done. Obviously, whenever you do any, some

people want it, some people do tot, but I think you  can take it that

Rigel ie by nature a tax-reforming 'chancellor and that be will have

another go in the coming term.

INTERVIRVIIR:

At the  higher  rates for personal tax?

I 1.111.1.1
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You have got to keep your higher rates, bearing in nind that

your demand for nanagenent is worldwide, your demand for talent,

your donand for engineers, demand for scientists is worldwide. You

cannot lot your top rates get too much out ot kilter with those of

rival countries.

Then, you have to look not only, do not forget, at the

federal rate, but you have also got to Iook.whenever I go to the

States they tell ma..'Do not think it in only 27% Jiro. Thatcher,

have you looked at the state tax we have to pay as well?'

Sometime you will find them saying:  'We  are not that much

different from yours!"

IITBRVIEVERt

Is any re-altering of mortgage tax relief ruled out or La it

just totallya oovered-out area?

PRUE XITISTS111

I think you may take it that it is pretty well out.

IITSIVIIIVER:

Sven moving to the basic rate?

?RIO MISTER:

I think you say take it that the present etructure..gose

I think you would be well adviood to....
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I can only say it is very small,the mortgage rate, end I

Piet do not know how young people begin to start without it, I

really do not.

Whist I really cannot stand is people who have pulled

thonselves up by their bootstraps with it try to atop others from

doing the same.

IXTRIMINUR:

Just ono final donestic thing - competition policy. There

settee to be eons uncertainty about what is exactly mount following

NI -MAI.

PRIXN XIXISITRt

I do not quit* see why you should say that. I understand

why sons opposition...look, there is enough competition, I would

have thought, between the airlines uf the world. British Airways

still ham to face massive competition.

Ou the contrary, I get mur• and more devoted to competition,

because there really is no eubetitute tor it and this is wby, when

we had British Telecom, Keith JosePb reallydid us a fantastic

servioe by trying to get Xercury started end ore wiehes it well

because one wishes it to be a much more vigorous competitor to

British Telecom because there is no substitute for competition. You

can do ae much regulation as you like, but tbere la no substitute

for competition,
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There will be some things, ease water areas, where there is

in effeot a monopoly in the area, because by its very nature you

have to do tbe level beat you can by regulation, but do not forgot

how many water companies private for the moment, about 300 snail

water companies. Quite a lot are private already, but there is no

substitute for competition and thatis why we wish really to do our

level best to maintain it end increase it, but there are acme

thine, by their very nature, you cannot alwayu gut it as such as

you would wish.

liFTERNISVOR:

Can you, Prise Minister, do your customary summary...

PRIME MINISTER;

Thinking aloud in a frank way? Beware!

INTENVIEVER;

What do you think about the apparent collapse of the

Alliance? Is the Labour Party dead? Has Socialism been

eliminated? How do you see the domestic political scene now?

PRIME MINISTER;

Do you know I hove not really given that vary such attention

because 1 um so such more concerned to carry on with our own

policies and to gut those well aheadi to gat the ones for this
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Parliament well started into the pipeline and then to start on the

next Parliament.

I wonder if it ia in part that peoplearo seeing on the

Continent the results of coalitions and fragmentation of parties,

because it is right back in the fOrefront, you know, what we used to

say about Franca, that it fall apart everyfew months, and that was
really vary bed, and I Just wonder.

I oertainly found it that in Europe now we are coalition-free

end that gives us a freedom of decision, decisiveness, leadership,

that others are not free to exercise. I wonder if eons of that is

having a subconscious effect on British opinion - that the moment
you gat fragmentation you lose. If you Are the eort of country

that we have been, that has for quite a time in history given quite

an effective lead in many different ways, and people still like that

to be thnught so and to bs so - both to be so and to be thought to

be so.

I think that it is that somehow they prefer and respect

decisiveness and clear direction with its associated momentum and

that they are uuwilling to give that up.

Vim it comes to the OppositiOn party, eines and sevens do

not sake a good policy, particularly when the sixes and sevens

change their nature every day and a aort of constant destruction

does not in fact maks a policy.

The Alliance, I agree, is a bit more of a riddle, or was it

really that the strange thing was that it ever assumed the

importance it dle If Nu look at it that way, the strange thing
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was that without having any coheeiveuese, it ever got very far as It

never developed ooheeivenees. Then, what we are peeing is a kind

of return to normal now, with a dislike of fragneutation.

I do not think I can offer you any much more profound views

than those at the moment because ell ey efforts, thoughts and

direction* are first, on getting the policy right, really coming up

to the end of the century because you see, we have got really enough

to do within four years now and quite a lot that cones on next, and

then, almost every western country is guiug to think of trying to

get soma special attainment guing by the year 2000 - it would be

very strange if we did not, because after all, there are not many

people who have the privilege of living through that psychological

ties and you have got to make it uome kind of target. It is a

natural target. You have got to uue it somehow to raise people'w

efforts and spirits - not that their spirits need raising, but raise

their sights to what Is attaivable.

Bo we have enough to think about really for the aext ten or

eleven years to sort of start tu prepare for now, becauee Heaven

knows, one might be twanging wharp by that time! But you have got

really to sort of prepare fur it. '

IXTBRYIEVBRI

Vhat type of attainment, what type of target?

1
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PUNE MINTER:

	

I do not know. That is juet what. all of OS are tryingtO

think now. It will be something that involves everyone, every kind

of small town and village, but you have got to use it eonehow.

Sone will take it as building, sone as institutions, sone as

just raising naybe the environment together, not only the

cleanliness and everything like that but a kind of beautification,

and this Is one reason with thisenormously in Mind at the

moment—you know I vine in Vancouver when we bad that

burricane..after the immediate devastation and getting all the

communioations beck, the mein thing was, above all, we simply met

replace those trees, and It is both an intellectual thing of the

envirousent and a deep instinctive tbing, hut if you are building

for the future, you simply must get the trees back in. &nothing

that you do not necessarily sue the enJoyment of but other people

do.

What I am trying to eay to you is that we have done mast of

our thinking far this Parliament. Things, of course, always come

up on the fundamentals. There are quite a number tbat one will

soon *tart to think of for the nex't Parliament.Inevitably,you

start to think of the next Parliament.

1992, you see, is for &rope. That le going to be the

beginning of the next Parliament with the Channel Tunnel. That is

quite exciting.

Hut then, having attained those targets, we have to have twee

more. You are much more likely to attain the things when you get
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the targets, and so by 1992/3 yau really only haves six or seven

years to run up to the millenium and you have got to get that going,

so I really dn not think very much about the other thing., but I

have got to gat the polices and then we will the presentation. Ve

will get the policies firet.

IITHEVIBVHiti

Tau will still....be Prime Xinister in 1993?

NUMB XIVIST22:

I do not kuow. Veil one would liku to be, but it doe* not

wholly depend upon me...but the moment we have got to pace one

milestone, you know you see them stretching out before you, and each

one gets more exciting.

IITSIVIEVBR;

Where is the 	 for opposition to you? In it in the House

of Lords or...

PROM XIVISTBRI

There must be an Opposition. t thriveon orgy:mut and

discussion.

IITERVIHVEVI

I moan, there are dangere.
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FRIO MISTER;

No, no, there are not any dangers.

Do you ever come in to Tueedays and Thursdays? Be does.

look up and see him there looking very very bored..(laughter) very

very bored or really rather above it all...what are the children

playing at, you know. Really very bored,

INTBRVIEVIRs

Do nut people talk nometines, or they have done, of elective

dictatorships, you know, where you have got to see the other side of

the clearing?

PRIM! NINIBTER:

No, look! All that I am doing id to return power to people

in une form or another, Da not want government to run big

business - they do not know bow tO, they should not, so you get that

out.

Do nut want agencies of government of one sort or another,

types of governmant, to run great houbing scheme. lt is too much

power in tbuir bends.

Driven to du a core ourrioulun because the power in the hands

of one agency of gavernmant,a type of governmeut, is not in fact

operating well.

But putting not au much more into the hands of central

government, except by the core curriculum, but back again to parents

and people, and saying to them: "Comm on! Xore of you nuot be
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governors, more of ynu must take 4A intereet in how to run these

things!"

All uf this is going to places it should not have coupe away

from to the extent it has aud Heaven knowe it ie a doctrine of more

and more responsibility tu those us the other side of the coin from

freedom. I mean, strangely enough, half of my Toryinm COMM from

people like George Bernard Shaw; freedom incurs responsibility.

That is why  many  men fear it and anus of them do.

BUt gradually, we are getting it back. This is why you gat

the wider spread of ownership. Vby - one wee deeply distressed -

that eons of the schools are not providing the opportunity which

people like ma  had. Why we had :marvellous teachers. The money was

not poured into our education. It is poured intouducution these

days, but the results per unit of pound put in, even forgetting

inflation, would sees to be greeter than we are getting now.

Part of the problem now is people are Judgingsuccess not by

output, but by how much money you put intu womething, and we have to

beware of that trap, because I hear myself saying: "Looks Ve poured

in au extra 30% into the Health Service over and above inflation!"

It is measured by the output, that there are ato many more heart

operations, eto. etc. pad we haveforgottentbat the eeesoce of

business is not bow such money you put into your costs, but bow much

goodsyou gatout of the coatis you put in and wo it ie not elective

dictatorship. It is taking power away fromgovernmentand, of

course, the Labour Party argue withDO because they mist to exeroiee

maximum power in government.
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INTERVIEV12;

Do you think there ie a long way to go stilt to push power

down?

PIM JUNI/ITER:

Tee,

IFTERVIOVERI

In what sort of areas do you think?

PRIKE XIIISTBRI

The wider spread of ownership All the time as far ao we can.

'ore housing. And again, people exercising more of their own rights

and power through schools. Building their own security. I mean,

it is one stream that moot people when they CO20 to die w113 have

something to leave to theirchildren. It will not only be a house,

but it will ba some savings. It gives you a much greater interest

in the future that way.

If I might put it this'way: it might be an elliptical way,

but I tried to do it in the Party' Conference speech.

When you bad the great burgeoning of prooperity in tbia

country, which cane with the Industrial Revolution and later with

the Victorian Age, it struck me when I was at Education, that eo

many of ths buildings that we were tryingto restore or replace wore

buildings built during that period and as people prospered thou so

they did in this country Andalga, certnInly In lorthern 13irep41,
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have a policy distinctly of prospering othure, but building what

they regarded as the kind of city or town—even in Grantham there is

a Viotorian town hall, it has a nice green in front of it, a

beautiful green, it has a statue, you had a nice city centre.

You take your Manchester or Liverpool, as the city fathers,

the men of industry and commerce prospered there, in accordance with

theneeds of those times the commerce, the commercial opportunity of

those tine, they did not just atop at making money. They turned

round and they built beautiful town halls, they built beautiful

buildings. They then said; "This is not enough for a great cityt"

They then started to set up libraries, orchestras, art galleries,

but the thing was with that burgeoning prosperity cams a burgeoning

civic pride or city fathers, there was a complete, almost a city

state, a complete ideal - this is our city.

Do you know, it was a great fundamental personal obligation

to the community, of course, in those days, and you have only to

look acrose the cities. You go to Bradford, you see the boautiful

old houses. You know that the merchants Lad lived there. They

were part of it. They had this complete feeling that the whole

city was the focus of their lives.

What I am trying to do is so to arrange things that we kind

of recapture that, because they wore big personalities. You look

hack at some of their facoa. Theirpersonality wee written in

their faces, perhapsbecause they Lad had quite a lot of struggle to

get to that position, because they had nada a lot of decisions to
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get to thatposition, The moment you take all decisions away from

people's lives you lose What foram the character.

Listen! The British Empire would never have been built up

if we had had a telephone eyatend Of course, it would not. They

would get on tbe telephone and sayt "Vbat do we dor Of course

they could not. They had some training and they went out and they

had to swamies their own Judgement and their awu decisions and that

is Why elective dictator - Oat nonsense! I am trying to get nom

and more decisions out of them, but you know, as I said, in a little

bit towards the end of the Lord Xayor'sspeech the other day, we did

not instil enterprise, a sense of obligation, a sense of commitment,

initiative, eslf-reliance. It was always theru.

What we are trying to do is so to arrange things so that it

revives, because I still believe it ia there.

ITTERVIBVER:

Well what do you think abnut the House of Lords where they

only block.—

?RINE 11118TUR:

It is there. We have to get Bills through it.

IVIBIVIBV12;

Whet would be nice to think, and I hope vary much it happons,

is that the entrepreneurs in Bradford and wanchester and all tba

rest ofit Ganbuild in the way that the VicAoriam did.
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PRIXE MEISTER;

You mean we have got to consider planning? Yes, I thought

of tbat tool

IITIERVIEVERt

Vell no, I was thinking of thie drift to London that has been

so demaging.

FRIER XIIISTEE:

You will find a lot of vitality returning. Da gal

Lrrurmsinm

But at A smallish scale so tar.

PRUE MEISTER:

Yell no, it is getting on quite well. We spend too much

timedown here. Do you know, people think it is a waetaland up

there and then tbey go up and  find it  really thriving. When I went

into one of thm Youth Bmployment places in Cleveland - we were going

round Xiddlesbrough and Cleveland,- went in because the number of

youngsters taking up the Enterprise Allowance up there  IMO  aloe

started to expend, and so I went in and we have got businaos in the

community upstairs and they aro taking those youngsters, rather like

if you have ever  been to  the  London Enterprise Agency. The

youngsters have an idea. They say to them "Jos lookl All right,

you have got this thing!" and they think they are going to make a
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sillion tomorrow and build all the Carnegie Libraries across Amerioa

and they are not and so they say: "Have you done any market

research? Vho do you think wants tu buy it? At what prioe do you

think they will eell? No do not try to start up in those promisee,

they are too expensive?" Veil the busiossomen can teach them all

this and we have a scheme to tench them in our Youth linterprise

Centres we aro running and I went tu eee these courses and that day,

three of them had gut their t1000. They had got it, as a matter of

fact, from one nf the trusts. Two of them had got it from the

Prince of Vales Trust,ono from another, and they ware very chuffed,

and one of them suddenly turned and said to ne - and I was

fascinated - olearly, he obviously hod uc sympathy with me althuugb

quite clearly he was practising everything I believed - He said: •I

do not know why you think that people in the North have not got any

ideas of their own or aro not able to do things!" I said: °But I

do aot. I am the person who thinks that you have got Just ae may

ideas and Just as much initiative as people In the South. I es just

the person who is trying to see that you are able to bring it out!'

This WAS Just a little bit of'pride which thrilled me. 'We have got

Just as much 461 you hove!" and I 'was thrilled to bits. You know, it

wan meant as a tick.off for me. I was absolutely thrillud to bits

by it. Cheere1 no was going to do quito well.

There you aret He was tolling me what I desperately wanted

to hear. He thought be was ticking me off no ond. Vhy ohould he

mot?
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